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For Virginia

“Tell me, what is it you plan to do
with your one wild and precious life?”
—Mary Oliver, “The Summer Day”

The last word in ignorance is the man who says of an
animal or plant – ‘What good is it?’
—Aldo Leopold, Round River

CHAPTER ONE

Port Winston, Texas

Saturday, April 3, 2010

“S

TRAIGHTEN THAT GIRL OUT before it’s
too late, hear?” Grandpa’s trapped Dad inside
the swayback garage behind our dump of a
rental house. Another one of his “I know best” lectures
spews out the open window. Only this morning’s gripe
isn’t about dragging for shrimp, Dad’s landscaping job, or
Mom being gone. It’s about me.
I straddle my bike, bend low, and roll in close, listening
for one more reason to hate this place.
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Grandpa’s smoker’s hack rips through the air. “By
God—” He coughs and huffs a second for breath. “At
fourteen, I was workin’, not lazin’ around Highland
Beach, or poutin’ like I was owed better. My Daddy made
clear I had to amount to somethin’.”
My cheeks sting. I press my chin hard onto the bars so
I don’t blow up. The old crank deserves it, though. Four
months and six days since Mom, Dad, and I moved here to
help out him and Grandma Linnie. Waste of time. Nothing stops his carping about everything and everybody.
A match snaps. Smoke from Grandpa’s cigarette snarls
over the sill. I pinch my nose against the stink and wait
for Dad to stick up for me, for us.

Go ahead, tell that walking chimney this relocation
plan is over. Mom gets back, one U-Haul and three days
we’re home in Coulter City. Back to the way things were
before he ruined our lives.
“Give it a rest, Pop.” Dad’s voice is frayed. “If you want
to fish tomorrow, I’ve got an engine to fix.” The toolbox
lid clangs shut. Screwdrivers and wrenches clunk together as he drags the box off the workbench. I wait for him
to say more but all I hear are his footsteps as he heads toward the door.
I slam my fist against the garage wall. “Thanks for
nothing, Dad!”
Gravel spins under my back tire as I jam the pedal
hard. I careen past Dad, standing in the open doorway,
hand raised, maybe to protect himself from flying rocks,
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maybe to slow me down. I flash a “see-ya” wave over my
shoulder.
“Elizabeth,” he hollers. “You’ve got chores.”
The front wheel wobbles. I swerve, barely missing the
front bumper of his truck on my way to the street.

I’m not listening. And I won’t be at Highland, if you
come looking.
Six blocks down, I glance past the beach and Ghost
Crab Bay, to the far shoreline at the Gulf. Traffic is light
on Preston Street. I ride hard, away from downtown
glitzy offices, restaurants, and tourist shops, toward
Wayward Landing Beach, five miles out. Dad would kill
me if he knew where I’m going. With Mom gone and
Grandpa breathing down his neck, he’s turned into Super
Worrier Dad. But by the time he’s home from working on
the Linnie Jean, I’ll be safely back in my boring room,
counting oak leaves on the tree outside my window. For
now, I’m free. From chores and not measuring up.
I kick out my feet and sail onto the county road, head
back, sucking in warm air. The salty tang of drying sea
grass fills my nose. Through gaps in the high dunes along
the road’s edge, I glimpse flashes of grey-green Gulf under bright blue sky.
Three miles from the Landing I flatten over the bars to
pick up speed past the development I call Mansionland. A
thick sea mist floats toward the scattered line of fake
brick driveways, stone pillars, and locked gates with
scrolled names like Lost Resort, Pirate’s Wake, and Eagle’s Rest. Like overloaded freighters, dozens of white
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and pastel-colored mega-homes ride the sand. “For Sale”
signs litter the beach alleyways between houses.
I hit my brakes in front of the six-by-eight-foot billboard. It wasn’t here three weeks ago. The blacktrimmed gold letters holler, like all-caps in an e-mail:
Opportunity of a Lifetime
1.5 miles of Beachfront Bliss
Multiple or single lots
Contact Pioneer Development, Inc.
A dragonfly, the deep red-orange of sunset, buzzes onto a morning glory stem winding between the sign’s
wooden legs. Before I reach my camera, the bug catches
an offshore gust and is gone. Bliss for what? Next year
bulldozers could be scraping out driveways for Mansionland II. Like almost happened to the forest around
Picketts Pond six years ago. Almost, but didn’t thanks to
Dad. Lately, it feels like that Dad, the one with the guts,
stayed behind in Coulter City. I push on through the layer of sand retaking the roadside. Port Winston’s not my
place. So, not my problem.
The road gives out under a dune, unstopped by the red
and white-striped reflective barriers or the VEHICLES
PROHIBITED sign. A joke, since all beaches here double
as sandy streets. I chain up my bike, shoulder my daypack, and slog to the top. The breakers land as soft thuds
against the shore. The fog bank two miles away has swal{4}
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lowed Mansionland. Eerily empty, the beach north toward
Pelican Bay draws me, slide-hopping down the slope.
I jog the long beach and wade into the Gulf. Waves lap
my knees and the outgoing current pulls sand from under
my toes. Arms out for balance I worm my feet into the
shifting sea floor and breathe the briny air. Balance.
That’s what’s gone. Back home everything was solid. Back
home tall and photo geek equaled me, and okay. Here, I’m
“Tripod Legs,” which equals bottom of the pile. Back
home Teresa and I were tight. Now she’s slipping away.
Coulter City High’s spring formal is next week. “Everybody’s going,” her text said. But not, “Wish you were.”
Everybody used to mean her and me. Now she’s got a
group. Our forever friend Brad is her date for the dance.
A tangle of yellow-green sargassum seaweed bumps
against my legs. I lift and gently shake it over my hand. A
tiny silver fish and a shrimp drop to my palm. Two baby
crabs cling to the beaded grass and each other’s pinchers.

You guys want to make it? Stick together, and don’t
leave home. I set them back on the clump and release it to
a wave.
The sun hangs above me. Straight-up noon. Three
hours taking photos and I’m hot, tired, and hungry. I scan
the look-alike ridges for the one hiding my bike and the
road. On the long ride home maybe I’ll figure out how to
keep from getting grounded for running off this morning.
Not that restrictions from friends I don’t have and places
I don’t go will change much.
{5}
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A quick scuttle near my feet makes my heart jump
sideways. It’s only a Ghost crab, no bigger than two dimes
laid side-by-side.
“Hey, watch who you’re scarin’,” I say. Stationary eyes
on long stalks stare at me. I stare back, taking in the
spotted detail of its shell. I blink and, like a shape shifter,
the crab disappears against the sand. My gaze falls to the
track under my feet that begins at the water and runs toward the dunes. It’s too simple for a car tire, and the outside edges, like a string of commas, frame a single line up
the middle. Maybe my bike’s over the hill ahead. I take a
picture and start walking the line.
A few yards from the end I lurch to a stop. In a shallow
dugout is the biggest turtle I’ve ever seen. Two feet long
and almost as wide, it’s nothing like the freshwater sliders
or snapping turtles in Picketts Pond. This one has flippers.
And that. A Twinkie-sized box is glued to the turtle’s
back. I ease onto my hands and knees and wait for the
turtle to move. Nothing.

Escaped experiment?
Chin tucked, front flippers half-buried in sand, the
turtle looks dead. I ease up my camera, focus, and shoot.
Click. Not a blink.

Yep, it’s a goner.
A deep grunt from the turtle’s throat snaps me alert. I
shuffle around behind it, out of sight. The broad back
flippers lay spread-eagled inside a deeper hole. I wait for
the turtle to slap the sand, get mad that I’m so close. It
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lies still, then grunts again. A soft plop poofs up from the
hole. I stretch and peek in as two ping pong ball sized
eggs, covered in clear goo, slide from under the tail and
land on the growing pile.

A mom!
Goosebumps race up my skin.

I’ve never seen anything born. Wait, does this count?
They’re eggs, so maybe not. Who cares? Sea turtle, laying
eggs are two firsts in my book.
I rest my chin on my arm and breathe in. She smells
clean. A mix of saltwater and sea grass, warm sand, and
essence of fresh fish. Another grunt. Three more eggs.
I ache to run my fingers over her shell, to touch the
leathery tail.
Grunt. Plop. Inches from her tail, I angle the camera
over the half-hidden hole and take a five-shot burst of the
glistening eggs. If anyone from school saw my face stuck
in the butt end of a turtle, my new nickname would go
way past ugly.
A few more pictures and I’ll leave her alone. I crawl to
her left side, rising to my knees for another shot. The
front flipper lifts out of the sand as her head twists toward me. A quick stab of light freezes my camera mid-air.
The eye of a large stainless steel fishing hook juts from
the corner of the turtle’s mouth. The shank and barb are
buried inside. Line trails from the metal eye, twisting,
loop after loop, around the flipper, binding the muscle.
The pale pink edges of deep cuts send a sickening jolt
through my stomach. A thin pool of tears rims the turtle’s
{7}
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sand-crusted lid. I sit back on my heels and turn away,
blood pounding at my temples.

You can’t creep out.
The turtle grunts. More eggs. I swallow and pivot toward her.
The box. Someone knows about her. I unzip my backpack, pawing through my stuff. Call 911. Water bottle,
wallet, apple, banana, notebook—
Phone. On charger. In my room. Crap!
Another grunt. I throw my camera in my pack. Mansionland isn’t far once I get to my bike.

Not freaking likely they’ll buzz in a kid, blathering
about a turtle.
More eggs plop. She’ll be in the Gulf before I get back.
I stare at the hole.

We’re doomed.
The engine’s tight distant whine moves closer, then
roars as three ATVs burst from the mists of Mansionland.
I whirl up off the sand, waving, and sprint toward
them. “Over here!” Leaping piles of drying seaweed, I
cover ground fast.
The ATVs crisscross the sand, weaving back and
forth, then run straight, side-by-side, swooping to the
water’s edge. Spray flies, like nets of stars, behind them.
In what seems an instant, they close in on me. I stop and
lower my arms. The drivers are high school guys, maybe
older. Sweat lines slide down my cheeks.
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“Hey, girl, what’s up?” the blond leader calls. Shirtless,
his skin glistens with salt-water drops. He switches his
head sideways, tossing hair away from his eyes as he drops
the ATV into neutral in front of me. “You must be new.”
His look roams slowly from my face to my feet and back.
“I like ‘em tall. And hot.”
My skin tightens against his stare. I’m not what guys
call hot—not how he means. And he sounds drunk. Leaning back he pops the clutch, bouncing the front wheels a
few inches off the ground.
I turn and walk quickly away from him.
He guns the engine and guides the machine next to
me. His friends circle around, one going one way, one the
other, trapping us in the middle.
“How ‘bout lettin’ Pete take you for a ride?” he says,
revving the engine.
I walk faster, not sure where I’m going. A gap opens in
the circle. I dart through, eyes focused straight ahead,
squinting against the lightly blowing sand. I pull air hard
through my nose, fighting the burn in my calves.
“Where ya goin’?” Pete pulls beside me again. “Climb
on up here. I’ll take ya.” The other boys move beside him,
making a line three across.
I step up my pace. They match it. Pete reaches for me,
but I dodge out of range. If I bolt, they’re on me like desert dogs on a jackrabbit. Ignore them. Maybe they’ll find
another toy.

Like the turtle.
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I lengthen my stride, stay mid-beach, scanning the
base of the dunes for signs of my pack or the turtle.

None. Good.
“Come on, Ernie.” The guy with the buzz cut calls
above the engine noise to the one driving beside him.
Buzzcut’s not wearing a shirt, either. Tattooed across his
chest, a leering, orange-haired clown squeezes drops of
blood from a dark purple heart. I swallow but my mouth’s
so dry nothing slides down.
Ernie follows Buzzcut in a last circle around us before
they speed together toward the surf. Pete doesn’t follow.
“Go away,” I say, pitching my voice low and narrowing
my eyes to show I’m serious, as opposed to what I am,
which is scared spitless. I stare ahead to get my bearings,
or find the track the turtle made dragging herself from
the water.
“That’s not very nice.” Pete tips his head back toward
Mansionland. “You and me could have some real fun. My
girlfriend’s parents ain’t home . . . she ain’t either. Nice
place. Big pool.”
“Not interested.”
“New girl playin’ hard to get?” The engine purrs. I
glance over my shoulder. Pete slows, watching his friends
idling along the surf.
“They’re waiting for you,” I say.
He hesitates, then grins. “I think you’re right.” He
stands up on the running boards, punches the throttle,
and swings away.
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I shoot for the dunes and spot my pack and the turtle.
She’s still in her nest. The guys are far away at the water.
I grab my pack, lie down beside her, and listen for plopping eggs over my heavy breathing. Nothing. Then, slow
and deliberate, a back flipper swipes sand into the hole.
The other flipper moves. More sand in. The first, then the
second. She’s covering the eggs.

She’s done. She’s leaving!
The engines roar at the water. I flatten onto the sand,
wanting to crawl in the nest with the eggs. In battle-line
formation, Pete, Buzzcut, and Ernie ride up the beach toward me, yipping and shouting like warriors.
“No!” I stand up, planting my feet wide in front of the
turtle, reaching for my only weapon—the camera. I hit
ON, hold the shutter release, and take ten shots of their
race toward me. I jog out from the nest, and catch the
curtain of sand Pete’s ATV throws onto the turtle. He
jerks to a stop six feet from her. I get that, too.
Head lowered, the turtle rests her back flippers on the
sand and is still. Sun flashes off the hook.
Pete throws his leg over the seat and grabs up a stick
of driftwood.
“What the hell you doin’?” he says, stutter-stepping
toward me. “Gimme that thing.”
“Get her, Pete,” Ernie says.
I hold the shutter open again as Pete lunges toward
me, teeth bared. One hand grabs at the camera, the other
flails the stick in the air between us. I move away in tight,
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snaking patterns that throw him off balance in the deep
sand.
Ernie laughs, slapping his hands against the handlebars. “Move your fat butt, man.”
Pete stumbles halfway to a fall, then gives up trying to
run. I slip the camera in my pack and clutch it to my
chest.
Buzzcut swings off his ATV.
“How cute. Miss Nature Girl’s got herself a pet.” His
kick rains sand down on the turtle’s head. “Not for long.
Ernie, help me flip this sorry thing.”
“Leave her alone!” My dead-center charge knocks him
flat, landing me pack down against his chest. My fists
pummel his face. A fingernail catches his cheek and draws
blood.
“Hey! Get her off!”
Hands grab me from behind. I hold the pack tight as
Pete and Ernie yank me backwards onto the sand. Pain
screams through my right shoulder.
“Give it.” Pete snatches the pack strap, raising his fist
above my face. I grit my teeth and thrash sideways, twisting my head and shoulders trying to get loose. His punch
grazes the back of my head.
A truck horn blasts in the distance. Pete stops pulling.
“Let’s go.” Ernie revs his engine once and takes off.
Pete jerks the pack straps again. “I gotta get them pictures.” I twist against the pull.
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“Pete,” Buzzcut yells. “Another DUI, you’re hosed.” He
disappears in a cloud of sandy dust. I squeeze my eyes
shut.
The tension on the strap releases. “Don’t think I’m
done with you, brat.”
I wait for a final blow, but get only the whine of his
engine in my ears as he follows the others. I lie still, chest
heaving, listening to the sound of tires flying across the
sand in both directions. A minute later an engine dies
near me. Two doors slam shut.
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I

OPEN MY EYES. The woman kneeling at my side
slips off her sunglasses and scans my face. Wisps of
dark chocolate-colored hair stick out from under her
sand-colored ball cap. Port Winston Marine Science Center is printed over the brim. Embroidered in dark blue
thread above her shirt pocket is MARIA, Staff Biologist.
She’s Mom’s age or close.
Lines deepen above her eyebrows. “Are you hurt?” she
says.
I look past her at the thin layer of clouds, the dull ache
in my shoulder spreading through my neck. I slowly
shake my head, my brain and mouth disconnected.
“Let me help you.” Her arm sliding under me moves
the pack. The memory of Pete’s jerk on the strap zings
through my skin. I squeeze my eyes shut against the image of Buzzcut’s tattoo as my legs stiffen then start to
shake.
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Maria’s fingers lightly grip my shoulder. “Shhh.
You’re safe.” Her voice is calm, but firm. “I won’t hurt
you.”
I hesitate, then sink into her.
“There you go. Deep breath. Slowly.”
I breathe in and out until my head clears.
“You ready to sit up?” I nod and let her steady me.
“Where did you come from?” I say, hardly above a
whisper.
“Tom and I were on nest patrol when he saw something going on up here.”
Now I remember. That poster with the turtle track on
the grocery store bulletin board. Report All Nesting Turtles, it read with a phone number underneath.
“The turtle’s hurt.” I say. “At first I thought the boys
would help.”
Maria glances down the beach and scowls. “I know.”
Her gaze lifts past my face and settles on the turtle. “Not
to worry. The Center’s got the best turtle vet in six
states.”
The knot in my neck slowly loosens. The muscles in
my thighs tingle. I push the pack free of my arms.
Maria stands. “There’s work to do. Trust your legs
yet?”
“I think so.” She offers me a hand. I wobble so she
stays close as we walk toward a man in serious conversation with the turtle, which isn’t moving. He turns and I
see he’s on a cell phone.
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“The sheriff doesn’t have anyone close to go after
them,” he says, punching off the phone and reaching toward me. “Tom Mikels,” he says, pumping my hand when
I take it. “You okay?”
Ow. My eyes water. “Yeah. I’m fine.”
“Maria and I were too far away to see exactly what was
going on,” he says. “Riding ATVs on the beach is illegal,
and it looked like you could add an assault charge. Am I
right? Can we get them for wildlife harassment, too?”
My shoulder throbs. I scan the beach toward Mansionland, my thumb tracing the pack’s zipper. My photos are
evidence for sure of the ATV thing, maybe the turtle, too.
“I’ve got—”
Don’t. If I tell them about the pictures, the sheriff will
end up with them. If I tell them about my arm, I’ll have
more trouble, since I’m not supposed to be here in the
first place. Even if the guys were harassing the turtle,
she’s safe now and so am I. All I need is to find my bike,
get home, and forget the whole thing ever happened.
“I’m okay, really.” My voice jumps. I try again. “They
mostly just scared me.”
Maria raises an eyebrow, like she doesn’t believe me.
Why would she? A few minutes ago I was falling apart in
her arms. Tom shrugs with an easy look, as if rescuing
teenage girls and turtles is something he does everyday.
“Just checking,” he says.
I swipe sand off my rear. “Yeah, no. Thanks for showing up. I’m Elizabeth.”
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“You, too,” Tom says, “otherwise this turtle might
have been in real trouble.”
“No problem.” My voice squeaks partly in excitement,
partly relieved they’re not pushing for details about what
happened. “What kind is she?”
“A Kemp’s ridley,” Maria says. “The most endangered
of the seven sea turtle species and our first nester on
Wayward Landing this year.”
The turtle plops a front flipper onto Tom’s shoe. She
hasn’t moved since they got here. “Yes, ma’am,” he says.
“Time to go.” He pulls his foot loose before she bears
down and inches forward. The fishing line cinches tight
in the cuts. Her head dips, easing the tension of the hook
on her mouth. I turn away, preferring to watch Tom walk
to the truck.
“I’ll let the Center know we’re bringing in a patient,”
he says over his shoulder. “You can help us load her up.”
Maria pulls a small camera from her pants pocket and
points it at the turtle. “Hold on, momma, I need your picture.” She presses the shutter release and frowns at Tom
when nothing happens. “Sure would be nice if someone
recharged the battery when he runs it down.”
Tom’s on his cell again, but obviously hears her. He
points at his chest and mouths, “Who, me?”
“I’ll do it.” My camera is out before Maria can object.
As soon as I get the turtle in focus on the LCD screen, the
tension in my body dissolves. I take shots from above,
then drop eye-level in front of her for a good angle on the
hook, line, and injured flipper. No more feeling sick look{ 18 }
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ing at the cuts. Now they’re photo subjects. On a moving
target. Nose straight out, the turtle crawls toward my
face.

Okay, so I’m just another lump to crawl over on your
way home.
I scoot backwards on my elbows and knees, trying to
ignore the pain in my shoulder. Behind the nest, I take
shots of the flipper swipe patterns next to the egg hole
and the white shells peeking out of the thin layer of sand.
Tom laughs, dropping a round plastic tub onto the
sand. “Hey, enough. We’re not shooting a documentary.”
I shut off the camera. “Sorry. I get carried away.”
Tom winks. “No, thank you for saving my hide from
the wrath of the camera warden.” Maria stands by the
nest, latex gloves in her hand. The turtle pushes the tub
aside.
“Your girlfriend is escaping,” she says, tossing one set
of gloves to Tom, another set to me. We put them on and
he grabs the rim of the turtle’s shell on one side. Maria
takes the other. I reach for a place to hold on near the tail
as the turtle’s flippers wave wildly.
“We’ve got her.” Maria’s quick comment backs me off.
Tom ducks a flipper whap to the face. In one quick move
they lower her into the tub.
“Whew,” Tom says, removing his gloves.
Maria retrieves her sunglasses from the beach.
“You didn’t let me help,” I say.
Tom points to the back of the tub. “Grab on there.”
They take the side handles and lift. I stumble forward and
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catch the back rim, but almost drop it as pain from my
shoulder shoots down my arm. I shift weight to the other
hand as we slide the tub onto the pickup bed.
Nose pressed against the inside of the tub, the turtle
scrapes her flippers back and forth on the bottom. Maria
gently rubs its neck. “You’re determined to get home,
aren’t you, girl? That’s a good sign.”
Tom pulls two beach towels off the seat. “I’ll wet her
down while you collect the eggs.” Maria retrieves a lightweight ice chest from the cab before he drives off toward
the water. She sets the cooler down between us.
“Fill the bottom with a couple of inches of sand from
the outer part of the nest,” she says.
I scoop and dump with both hands. “You’re taking the
eggs away?”
“We have a protected area for them near the Center.”
“Wait.” I stop loading sand. “What about the stuff they
say on all those nature shows?”
“Such as?”
“You know, the scientist looks in the camera and says:
‘We want to rescue the orphaned cub, but interfering
would upset nature’s balance.’ I get why you want to help
the turtle, she’s hurt, but the eggs belong here, don’t
they?”
Maria lifts out two eggs, puts them in the cooler, and
reaches for more. “Excellent question. I have one for you.
How long have sea turtles roamed the oceans?”
“A quiz, already?”
Maria nods.
{ 20 }
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“A flat out guess . . . ten thousand years?”
“Over a hundred million.”
“Whoa. That’s impressive.”
“So, they should be around eons from now, right?”
“Right,” I say, “so why are we messing with the eggs?”
“The Kemp’s ridley’s main nesting beach is Rancho
Nuevo, in Tamaulipas, Mexico. In 1947, 40,000 turtles
nested there in one day. In 1990, only 550 showed up the
entire season.” She moves eggs more quickly from the
nest to the container. “In a little over forty years the species was almost extinct.”
“What happened?”
“They got hit from all sides. Villagers mass harvested
eggs and nesting females for food and to sell. Industrial
and agricultural chemicals still pollute parts of the Gulf,
and thousands of juveniles and adults drown in shrimp
nets every year.”
My breath catches. If Maria finds out Grandpa’s a
shrimper, she’ll probably never speak to me again.
“That’s so stupid. People can eat anything. Anyway, I
hate shrimp.”
Truth? Shrimp is my favorite food after chocolate—or
was.
“The losses aren’t from just people. There are natural
predators like raccoons and skunks, coyotes, ants, even
birds and ghost crabs get a fair number of eggs and
hatchlings, if they’re unprotected.”
“It’s not fair so many things pick on them.”
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“I know, but ecosystems need both prey and predators
to stay balanced. Even when things are going well, only
one in a thousand hatchlings make it to adulthood.”
“Still, people should have done more.”
“People did,” she says, her arm half-buried, reaching
for the bottom of the hole. “Have you heard of the Head
Start program?”
“Like for little kids?” She nods and lays three more
eggs on the heap. “I don’t get it.”
“Over thirty years ago, Mexico allowed U.S. scientists
to bring thousands of Kemp’s ridley eggs to Texas to incubate and spend the first year at what’s now Padre Island National Seashore. The hope was the hatchlings
would imprint to the island and the year’s head start
would improve survival rates. If all went well, years later
the adults would come back to lay eggs. Over time, this
would build another major nesting site, in case something
ever happens to Rancho Nuevo.”
“Has it worked?”
“The number of Kemp’s nests on the island increases
almost every year. On other beaches in Texas, too.”
“Do a lot of Kemp’s nest on the Landing?”
“Only a few so far, and none from our program yet. It’s
too early. We’ve only released hatchlings from the Landing for five years and they won’t reach maturity for another five or more.
“Why do turtles come here instead of going back to
the island?”
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“We don’t know. Maybe this turtle’s mother saw this
was a safe place, too. Now her daughter has returned.”
“So, even though you take the eggs, you’re messing
with nature in a good way.”
“Exactly. Until the species recovers.”
I reach toward the hole. Maria catches my wrist.
“You need proper training to handle the eggs,” she
says.
“I promise not to hurt them.”
“You wouldn’t mean to, but the spot where the embryo
attaches is very fragile. If it isn’t done right the growing
turtle can break loose and die.”
“I didn’t . . . I wouldn’t . . . sorry.”
Maria lifts the last egg and holds it in her palm. “You
want it to hatch, right?”
I nod, my chin quivering before I can stop it.
“It’s okay.” She raises the egg toward me. “A gentle
touch, but don’t squeeze.”
The egg’s already dimpled, like a beach ball with a tiny
leak. I stroke the soft leathery shell with my finger and
imagine 40,000 turtles crawling onto a beach like the
Landing, each one looking for a spot to nest. Eggs plopping, sand flying, then all of them crawling back into the
Gulf. It’s too much. Today one sea turtle was like total
chaos for me.
She tops the eggs with a layer of sand. “The hatchling
release is open to the public,” Maria says. “You should
come.”
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“I will, for sure. When is it?” Not like I’ve got other
plans.
“Fifty to fifty-five days. The morning the last hatchling loses its belly button.”
“No way. Turtles have belly buttons?”
“The yolk sack feeds the turtles in the shell as they
grow. Think chickens. When they hatch, the empty sack
drops off, leaving a little dent.”
“Turtle belly buttons. I’m definitely here for that.”
Tom pulls up, the engine idling as he stands by the
open door. “How many we got?”
“Eighty-four,” Maria says. “A bit short, but not bad.”
I glance up at her. “How’d you talk and keep count at
the same time?”
“Years of practice.” She closes the ice chest with a lid
that’s drilled with air holes, then gives me the wrinkled
forehead, concerned parent look, again.
“You’re not staying here alone, even if you live close
by.”
I stare into the empty nest. It’s a long walk to my bike
and miles from home. “I live in town near Highland
Beach.”
“Want us to drop you off on our way to the Center?”
She cradles the cooler onto her hip.
“Or come with us,” Tom says. “You can watch the vet
examine the turtle and help Maria re-bury the eggs.”
“Sure,” Maria says. “Then I’ll take you home when I
get off work.”
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I scoop up my pack. “No kidding, I can come with
you?”
Maria laughs. “No kidding. Want to call your parents
so they know where you are?”
“Not to worry. They’re busy. Won’t even miss me, as
long as I get home for supper.” So, Mom isn’t technically
around, but she is at work on her assignment. Dad’s not
at work, just busy at the dock. Close enough to the truth
for me.
“Let’s get a move on,” Tom says. “Dr. Nguyen’s waiting.”
Maria carries the cooler to the pickup. I bounce behind
her, feeling like a puppy that’s just heard, “Go for a
walk?”
I take the middle of the front seat and Maria sets the
cooler on my lap. “Hang on to these.” She snaps her seat
belt and gently slides the egg container from my lap to
hers. I guess you need special training to hold a box, too.
“I checked her flipper tag numbers,” Tom says, taking
his spot behind the wheel. “She’s Sunny all right.”
“I thought so,” Maria says, looking at me. “Volunteers
found her nesting the end of last season. That’s when she
got her satellite transmitter.”
“Seriously?” I say. “The box on her back? Satellite, like
television?”
“Same idea,” Tom says.
“Man, a turtle talking to outer space. How cool is
that?”
I twist to look in the back at Sunny under her beach
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towel. Her head bobs when Tom’s shifting lurches the
truck into gear. Back at the road, he unlocks my bike
from the barrier and fits it in next to Sunny’s tub. We
head for the Center.
“Tom’s tracked her past all five Gulf states this year,”
Maria says. “She’s been boyfriend hunting off Port Winston the last month. Guess she found one.”
“Too bad the satellite isn’t detailed like GPS,” Tom
says. “If we’d known she picked the Landing to nest, we
could have gotten here sooner. Like I said, your showing
up when you did was a stroke of luck.”
We round a curve. The cooler gently presses against
my leg.

Ditto, you guys.
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CHAPTER THREE

D

OWNTOWN PRESTON STREET WE hit one
red light after another. I glance back at Sunny
under her dripping beach towel, worried she’ll
steam like a crab in a kettle.
Tom turns right onto Forster Boulevard, which cuts
through a sprawling housing development between downtown and Elliot Bay where Grandpa keeps the Linnie
Jean. The wide waters of Ghost Crab Bay glisten in the
distance.
Behind the Center, we park by a set of open double
doors where a man in loose green pants and matching
shirt waits for us.
Maria shifts the cooler and gets out of the truck. “Elizabeth, this is Dr. Vinh Nguyen, our volunteer veterinarian,” she says.
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“Hello.” He nods, walking past me without a glance.
Tom drops the tailgate and the two of them hoist Sunny’s
tub off the end.
“He’s all business when he’s working,” Maria says, as if
reading my thoughts. “Come on.”
We follow Sunny and the men into an examining room
where they rest Sunny on a stainless steel table. The pale
green walls wash almost white under the strong overhead
lights.
Sunny twists and bangs her flippers on the table,
scratching for traction on the slippery surface. Tom and
Maria each catch a side of her shell to hold her still. I
wince and look away as Dr. Nguyen pulls and rotates the
injured flipper and presses the skin around the cuts.
“What are you going to do?” I say.
“I won’t have to amputate.” A smile tweaks the corner
of his mouth—a little vet humor. So much for Dr. All
Business. “We need vitals: shell measurements, heart rate
and rhythm, and blood tests. I’ll cut the line out and scrub
the wound clean.”
I steady myself against the supplies counter.
He and Tom pry open Sunny’s mouth and lay a short
stick across the back corners. Dr. Nguyen shines a light
down her throat. She doesn’t move when he touches the
hook. “She’s dehydrated and will need surgery to get the
hook out without doing more damage.”
“Will you do radiographs and the gastroscopy today?”
Maria says.
I can’t stop a giggle. “You test her for gas?”
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Tom laughs. “You’d be surprised all we test for.”
“Hold Sunny, please” Maria says. He zips his hand
across his mouth, sending me into more giggles. I sober
up when Maria flips open a binder of photographs.
“This is the inside of a turtle’s throat,” she says, pointing to a picture of weird, fleshy tube things. “And this one
with the soft, pinkish ridges is a stomach. See that
strand-like line?”
“Yeah.”
“It’s fishing filament. The radiography—the x-ray—
only sees solid objects like hooks. The gastroscopy feeds a
little movie camera down the throat into the esophagus,
stomach, and upper intestine to find what x-rays can’t
see.”
I stifle the creeping yucky feeling I get when my doctor uses the tongue depressor to look deep in my throat.
“Sounds nasty.”
“More like magic when you see the images on the
screen,” Maria says. “Better for her since we don’t have to
open her up to find out if she’s swallowed garbage.”
“Garbage? Like what?”
“Pieces of hard plastic and plastic bags are what we
find most often.”
“Turtles aren’t very smart if they eat that stuff.”
“They didn’t last a hundred million years being stupid,” she says. “We’ve tricked them with ocean trash that
looks like their favorite foods. Think how much a plastic
bag in water looks like a jellyfish.”
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Dr. Nguyen takes the stick out of Sunny’s mouth.
“Someone brought in a dead, sub-adult loggerhead turtle
this morning. It suffocated trying to swallow a ‘Happy
Birthday’ balloon. It’s amazing how many miles balloons
travel before losing enough air to come back down.”
Tom pokes Sunny’s skin with a needle, drawing blood
into a syringe. I read fish names on the poster across from
me, trying to forget how many birthday balloons I’ve let
loose over the years.
“Want to see Sunny’s sexy I.D. bracelet?” Tom says as
Dr. Nguyen shines the light into Sunny’s eyes and nose,
and examines her other three flippers. I lean forward, still
holding onto the counter with one hand. Tom points to a
flat metal band stapled through her right front flipper.
“Here’s the identification number I called in from the
beach. Last year we inserted a microchip tag.” He circles
a wand thing over Sunny’s neck, tilting it so I can see the
set of numbers and letters on the display.
“Satellite tracking, microchips, I.D. bracelets,” I say.
“You guys are worse than parents.”
Dr. Nguyen clucks his tongue. “You kids are very expensive. Okay, let’s get to work.”
I move out into the main room and hang by the surgery room window. An assistant organizes equipment and
instruments next to the table where they’ve brought Sunny.
“You want to watch?” Maria says.
I gaze at the floor, not trusting my voice.
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“Come on.” She hands me a pen and clipboard before
gathering up the cooler of Sunny’s eggs.
Between the parking lot and the beach, a covered space
encloses four fiberglass swimming pools and six, eye-level
fish tanks. All are big enough to hold full-grown turtles.
“This is the recovery and teaching area,” Maria says.
The walls are painted with all kinds of sea life. A soft
breeze circles in through the three-foot gap between the
wall and roof. Kids and parents gather around a pool, listening to a volunteer describe the Kemp’s ridley life cycle.
I want to hear, but Maria leads us quickly past them. A
dark grey and white turtle, the size of a Frisbee swims a
lazy circle in another tank. JUVENILE KEMP’S RIDLEY
the sign says. The turtle hovers a foot from the glass. I
stop. Its bulging, black eyes stare at me.
You gonna help us out? it seems to say.

I just got here.
The turtle turns its head and swims away.
Maria opens a door in the painted wall. “The nest corral’s this way,” she says, walking the short ramp to the
beach.
Squinting against the sun’s glare, I make out a chain
link fence in the distance.
“Why so far away?”
“Fewer people and less traffic than near the Center.”
At the corral gate, Maria introduces me to BUD, Head
Volunteer, per his badge. He pokes the sand between his
feet with the posthole digger.
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“Miss Braveheart, I hear,” he says, shaking my hand.
“An honor.”
I blush, but am so loving Braveheart over Tripod Legs.
“Thanks.”
Maria picks a spot in the back right corner of the
twenty-foot square pen. Bud starts the hole. At a foot
down he kneels and swipes his hand around the top to
widen the opening, then scoops out sand until he’s elbow
deep.
“Okay, scribe.” Maria hands me a long wooden marker.
“Transfer the egg retrieval data from the chart onto this
stick: the number of eggs, the date, time, and location.”
Maria and Bud fill the hole with eggs. I’m still amazed
they all fit inside one turtle. Tom said Sunny could lay
another clutch before the season’s over.
Bud covers the eggs with sand and I plant the stick
where he says it won’t punch into the nest.
“How long will you keep Sunny?” I say, handing Maria
the clipboard as she pulls the corral gate closed and snaps
the padlock shut.
“If she doesn’t develop other problems, ten days to two
weeks.”
I wish she could stay here, safe forever.
On the front patio, Maria and I find shade and an empty table under a lean-to for lunch before she goes back to
work. I watch three kids near the water turning bucket
loads of sand into castle turrets. A barking dog splashes
after a ball in the shallow breakers while a man’s kite dips
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with the wind. The morning’s stress slides off my body
like an outgrown snakeskin.
Maria holds out half her sandwich. “I’ll share. If you
like hummus, lettuce, and cheese.”
I’m starving and the banana and apple in my pack are
trashed from my landing on Buzzcut. “Sounds great.” I’ve
never heard of hummus and the first hit of garlic and
lemon on my tongue is a killer. “Not bad,” I say, covering
my mouth to hide the bread sticking to my front teeth.
Maria tears off the edge of cheese poking from her
sandwich. “You’re not from here, are you?”
“How could you tell?”
“Gulf kids know about sea turtles.”
“We moved from Coulter City, Missouri in January.”
“Are you liking the high school?”
I gaze at the ridgeline of a wave rolling across the bay.
“It’s okay. I’m still trying to fit in.” A lie, but better than
telling her I gave up the second week.
“And your family?”
“My Dad grew up here. He runs crews for a landscaping company. Right now it’s just him and me ‘cause my
Mom’s in Mexico researching an article on how immigration affects families left behind. My grandparents still live
here and, well, Grandma’s fantastic but Grandpa had a
heart attack last year, which is why we moved. But he’s
really . . . he and Dad . . .” No sense blabbing to a stranger
how Grandpa’s an opinionated, ornery, pain in every inch
of my nerves. “That’s about it.”
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Maria sips from her metal water bottle. “You obviously
love photography,” she says.
“It’s sort of a habit.”
She smiles and hands me half her cookie. “Do you like
photographing nature or people best?”
“Nature. More of a challenge. I can’t make a bird hold
a pose or a flower stop moving in the breeze. I guess part
of it’s ‘cause my Dad and I spent a lot of time around
Picketts Pond when I was little. Besides, nature doesn’t
get all full of itself in front of the camera.”
Maria laughs. “I hear you. What’s Picketts Pond?”
“A one hundred acre pine and oak forest around this
really cool lake near our house back home.”
“Sounds nice, spending time with your dad.”
“Yep. Sundays were our days. We’d pack a lunch and
spend all afternoon together, him trying to teach me everything about the woods. He owned a landscaping business, too. Mostly designed native plant wildlife gardens. I
helped sometimes, but had a hard time remembering the
plant names. My Mom bought me a camera so I could put
pictures with the words. Did I say she’s a photojournalist?”
“Not exactly.” Maria rests her chin on her hand. “But
she sounds interesting.”
“She is. Anyway, everyone says I’m really good at photography. Mom says it’s because my Grandma’s an artist—was one before marrying Grandpa—and I have her
eye for detail and composition; she’s no slouch, either.
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Whatever, I’ve won lots of prizes, but honestly, I mostly
like roaming around looking for things to shoot.”
Maria stares at me.
“Boring. Sorry. I mentioned I get carried away.”
“Never apologize for being excited about what you
love. Do you go to the Landing a lot?”
I’m not sure why she’s asking, but explaining about
being angry with Dad and Grandpa feels like ancient history.
“I went once before, but it’s pretty far from our
house.”
She folds up her wax paper sandwich bag. “I understand needing a place like your pond to hang out, but it
was very dangerous trying to protect Sunny—if that’s
what you were doing. Some people might say foolish.” Her
gaze locks on me and I know she’s searching for more
than I copped to at the Landing.
“I thought about leaving,” I say, “but she was all alone.
What if those guys were out to hurt her? Or her eggs. I
figured whatever happened we were better off facing
them together, you know?”
“Yes, I do. Still—”
“Don’t worry, once was enough. I’d like to put the
whole thing behind me.”
“I understand, but—”
“Except for Sunny, of course. Can I visit her sometime?”
“Certainly. We need teen volunteers. The training is
free and the bus and trolley system to get here is cheap.
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The school bus even stops up the street. What do you
think? Have you got time?”
“I’ll make time.”
“Good. Now, back to work for me.” She tosses her
lunch papers in the trash. “Meet you back here at five.”
I watch her push through the doors into the atrium.
Protecting turtles. Busy. Teen volunteer. That ought to
shut Grandpa up.
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CHAPTER FOUR

“W

E’RE JUST RENTING THIS place ‘til
Dad can look for something better,” I
say. Maria pulls up behind Grandpa’s
pickup in front of our house. I open the door and step out,
hoping she won’t stay long enough to notice the paint
peeling off the porch rails. Long enough for Grandpa to
come out and make a scene ‘cause I’m late.
“It’s nice you’re near the beach,” she says, leaning
across the seat.
“Yeah, but Highland’s not the Landing.” I lift out my
bike, trying to ignore the sharp ping in my shoulder.
“Thanks for the ride and the Kemp’s book.”
“See you soon,” she says.
“Definitely.” Maybe. I was supposed to be home a half
hour ago to set the table and help put supper together. I
stash my bike in the corner of the porch as she drives
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away. Hunger and jitters about facing Dad chew at my
stomach.
The house is quiet inside. Barbeque smells and voices
drift into the kitchen from the backyard. I pick up the
place settings Dad’s stacked on the kitchen table. Snatching the salt and pepper shakers off the stove, I step onto
the back porch and stop inside the screen door. Grandpa’s
settled in the Adirondack chair under the gnarly oak tree
next to the picnic table. He draws on a cigarette, then
swallows the last of his iced tea. Smoke fills the empty
glass as he breathes out through his nose.

Could you be more disgusting?
I stand still, hoping any minute he’ll stand up, head out
the gate, and go home. Last thing I need is him shoveling
more opinions on top of whatever Dad’s got waiting for
me.
Dad squirts water at a flare-up under a chicken leg,
then brushes sauce on all the pieces. The corners of my
mouth turn wet. He glances up from the grill as Grandpa
fiddles at his shirt pocket for the cigarette pack.
“The doctor told you to quit smoking,” Dad says.
Grandpa lays the pack on the table and tops it with a
book of matches. “Like I told you this mornin’, first thing
you should be worryin’ about is your little girl. Her
momma was here, you wouldn’t have to.”
Dad stabs a piece of chicken, moving it away from the
dying flame. “My family’s my business, Pop, not yours.”

Go, Dad. About time you told him where to get off.
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My stomach growls. Grandpa looks toward the door.
No way he heard me, but he raises his chin and stares
down his nose in my direction. I plaster my face with a
protective smile and push open the door.
“Smells good out here.” I hop down the worn wooden
steps to the patio bricks.
Dad’s head snaps up. “Elizabeth, where have you been?
And don’t say you didn’t get my message.”
I plunk the dishes onto the table. “Sorry. I was too
busy to check.” Even if I’d had my phone. Sliding onto the
end of the bench farthest away from Grandpa, I grab a
glass of iced tea and a handful of carrot sticks from the
tray in front of me. “Wait ‘til you hear what happened at
the beach.”
“Hold it,” Dad says.
I shove a carrot in my mouth and try looking innocent.
“I know you heard me tell you not to leave,” he says.
I chew fast and swallow. “Yeah, but I didn’t think you
meant do chores that minute.” Grandpa coughs but
doesn’t say anything. Any other time, I’d let them think I
went to Highland, but I can’t tell about Sunny without
mentioning the Landing.
Dad ignores the glob of red sauce that plops on the
ground when he waves the barbeque fork at me.
“You’re too old to chase after. I expect you to listen.
And we’re not paying for a phone you won’t answer.”
“I know, but stuff happened.”
He frowns and Grandpa lights another cigarette with
the one he’s finished but not put out. I dive ahead.
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“I was at Wayward Landing—”
“What in heaven’s name possessed you to go way out
there?”
“I just did, okay. Don’t you even care your daughter’s
kinda, sort of a hero?” I bat away the cigarette smoke
floating by my face.
“A hero?” Dad sits on the bench across from me, white
knuckling the fork handle.
“Well, I did a really good thing, anyway. I was on my
way home—you’ll be happy to know—when I found weird
tracks in the sand. They dead-ended at a sea turtle who’d
hauled out to lay her eggs.”
Dad shakes his head. “A sea turtle is why I didn’t get a
phone call?”
“Yeah, a sea turtle. You know, four flippers, stubby
tail, hard, grayish shell?”
“Don’t be cute.”
“I was taking pictures when Sunny, that’s the turtle’s
name, kind of came unglued. At least she swatted her
flipper at me like she thought I was going to hurt her.
The flipper was all torn up with fishing line. That was
nasty enough, but when I saw the huge fishing hook
sticking out of her mouth, I came unglued.” I stop for a
swallow of tea. Dad stares at me, lips tight.
“Nobody was around to help her except me. A couple
of guys came by, but—”
“Elizabeth Susan Barker,” Dad says. “Why didn’t you
have the sense to take someone with you?”
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Where’s he been since January? There isn’t anybody.
Mom knows I’m the new kid reject at school. She says be
patient, but they ticked me off calling me names.
“Everyone was busy, okay?”
He shakes his head, “Not a smart move for a smart
girl.” He gets up to rearrange the chicken over the coals.
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“Port Winston is not Coulter City,” he says, “and the
Landing is too far to go on a joy-ride. You don’t know
your way around yet. Anything could happen.”
“What did happen is everything turned out fine.”
Grandpa’s staring a hole in my head. The old Opinionator’s been quiet too long.
I shorten the Sunny and egg rescue story and what I
learned about the Center’s turtle conservation program.
No way I’m bringing up taking pictures of Pete and the
guys, my hurt arm, and how, if Maria and Tom hadn’t
come along—well—being grounded for the rest of my life
might look like a blessing.
Neither Dad nor Grandpa chimes in when I come up
for air. I push on.
“Sunny’s got a satellite transmitter on her back,” I say,
“and Tom tracks her along the coastline. Maria says scientists have turtles tagged all over the world to learn
where they go and how they live. Some countries regulate
fishing during the breeding and nesting season so the
turtles don’t drown in the nets.”
“What happened with those guys you ran into?” Dad
says.
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The guys? Talk about me not listening.
“They took off.” I don’t dare look at Grandpa. “Like I
said, everything turned out fine.” I draw a line through
the moisture beads on my glass and think about Sunny
lying on the operating table. “More than fine. And since I
signed up as a volunteer, when Sunny’s eggs hatch, I can
help release the baby turtles from the Landing. Isn’t that
great?”
“Hogwash is what it is,” Grandpa says, shifting to the
edge of his chair.

Here we go.
“Waste of time and taxpayer money.” He grinds the
cigarette between his shoe and the patio brick. “Them
bleeding heart friends of yours care more about an animal
that never amounted to a hill o’ beans than they do people. Ain’t nobody liftin’ a finger to help the shrimpin’
families goin’ under every day.”
“Pop, I think Elizabeth was trying—”
“She’s the one said it about regulations. They’ve all
but killed shrimpin’. But nobody’s stoppin’ farmers or
plastics and chemical plants and the oil industry from pollutin’ our bays and the Gulf. Damn cheap Asian shrimp
run us out of the big markets years ago.” He turns his
head and spits. “You got any idea what it takes to run a
shrimp boat, missy?” I shake my head. He looks at Dad.
“When’s the last time we saw the price of fuel or parts go
down?”
Dad doesn’t answer.
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“Them turtle excluder devices are money down a rat
hole,” Grandpa says, his voice pitched to a sharp edge. He
coughs hard, focusing a wide-eyed gaze on the bricks in
front of him. Red-faced, his lips tighten above the edges
of his teeth. I can tell he’s not finished.
“Good men can’t earn a livin’ anymore,” he says, “but
you expect me to stand still for shrimp swimmin’ out of
my net ‘cause of them turtle savers?”
My thoughts twist like a kite caught in a wind gust.
I’m not sure how much of his rant is aimed at me and how
much is about everything else wrong in the world. All I
know is he has a choice about what he does to survive.
The turtles don’t.
“Take it easy,” Dad says. “The TEDs are better designed now. If used right, there’s no evidence many
shrimp escape. Truth is, there aren’t enough shrimp out
there to go around anymore.”
Grandpa’s breathing staggers. He glares at Dad. “You
sound like them government scientists. Well, your ‘no evidence’ don’t match my evidence.” He coughs, spits again,
then is quiet, his grade-A hissy fit hanging between us.
He hates turtles, I couldn’t care less about his shrimping
issues, and Dad’s stuck in the middle.
I pour myself another glass of tea, but don’t offer
Grandpa any. No sense giving him a reason to stay longer.
Dad covers the plate of chicken with foil and walks into
the house. I trace the weathered grooves on the picnic table.
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“Sunny worked so hard laying her eggs,” I say. “If you
saw her hurt, Grandpa, you’d think differently.”
“I’ve seen plenty of turtles, alive and dead. What I ain’t
seen is any work out of you.” He palms his cigarette pack.
“Running away from chores. Home too late to help make
supper.”
I watch for Dad, hoping for a rescue.
Grandpa aims the unlit cigarette in his fingers at me
like a warning dart. “You go off worryin’ people,” he says.
“then come back whimperin’ over somethin’ that never
gave me nothin’ but headaches. Your responsibility’s to
this family and your schoolwork, not gallivantin’ off on
some animal do-gooder hooey.”
I peer up through the tree branches. You won’t make
me cry. Leaning forward, I lock him with the kind of stare
he turns on Dad to drive home a point.
“I didn’t ask to leave everything I love to come here,” I
say. “None of us did. Mom’s lucky to get out!” My voice
cracks the air.
“What’s going on?” Dad says, coming down the back
steps, holding the salad bowl.
I bolt from the bench, grabbing my glass. Grandpa
pushes to his feet. Jaw muscles working, the rise and fall
of his chest quickens. For a second he wavers, then locks
his knees to steady his six-foot frame. I’m only two inches
shorter, but no mistaking that look. I’m an irritating insect, deserving a swat.
“You speak for everyone, do you?”
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“It’s stupid how you argue Dad to death about everything. I’m . . . we’re sick of it. You aren’t the only one
with an opinion. Or a life!”
“Elizabeth!” Dad says. “That’s enough. Pop, time you
went home.”
Grandpa starts toward the backyard gate, then turns
and glares at me. “You remember who puts food on your
table and a roof over your head. Show more gratitude and
drop the sass.”
I open my mouth to ask where he’d be without us. Dad
fixing stuff on the Linnie Jean, taking him fishing weekends ‘cause Grandma’s scared he’ll forget something important if he’s alone, do something stupid. Or worse.
“Forget it.” Dad reaches for my arm.
“No.” I block him, probably tagging on a week to
whatever jail term I earned already. “I won’t give up the
one thing here I care about.” I slam the glass onto the table, splashing tea over my hand. “You think I’m so worthless, Grandpa? Don’t know how to work? You watch.”
“Elizabeth, you’re finished,” Dad says.
Grandpa flips the latch. The gate slams behind him.
I run up the back steps, yanking open the porch door.
Upstairs, I flop on the bed, jamming the pillow over my
head like I can stop the voice screeching inside.
Dad’s knock is leaden on the bedroom door. “I want to
talk to you.”
And I don’t want to hear it, but no way he’ll back off
after what just happened. Since Mom’s been gone, his pa{ 45 }
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rental overtime makes him cranky and me nuts. My stomach rumbles against the mattress. I sit and grab tissues
from the box on the bedside table and blow my nose.
“What?” I drop back down, my back to the door.
The smell of barbecue smoke walks in first. I don’t
turn over, still mad he let Grandpa treat me like a nobody
twice in one day. Used to be, Dad and I were close, closer
than Mom and me. Here everything’s changed. Feels like
he isn’t on my side anymore.
“I know you’re upset,” he says, sitting on the bed, “but
I’ve got enough trouble without you riling up your
Grandpa.”
I flip over and stare at him. “What about me? I was
trying to tell you guys about my fabulous day and he ruined it. He ruins everything.” I swipe at my tears. “We
were so happy back home.”
He looks toward the window. I watch the corners of his
mouth slacken, maybe remembering how much. He’s got
to know we don’t belong. I’d give up anything, even Sunny and the Center, if we could get out of here.
“I know these months have been hard,” he says, “but I
promised your grandma I’d see her through the rough
spots with Pop until we can convince him to retire.”
“Sounded tonight like he’s got good reasons to quit.
Give him a shove in that direction and let’s go.”
“That’s just complaining,” Dad says. “He doesn’t know
any other life, and he’s not the sort to spend every day at
the coffee shop jawing with other old men with nothing
left to do.”
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“Dad, you’re miserable and I bet Mom wouldn’t have
taken the assignment if we were still at home.” I know
that’s not true, not with her career finally taking off.
Main thing is she and Dad have been super tense with
each other since the day we got here.
I sit up and lean against the headboard. “Grandpa’s
never going to change no matter how long we stay.
Please, can’t we go home?”
“You think it’s so simple. Just load up the truck.” He
sounds even more tired than this morning in the garage.
“As much as I might want that, we have to stay. Your job
is to show your Grandpa more respect.”
“Why? He doesn’t show me respect. Or you.”
“I know and I’m sorry.” I watch the pool of energy
empty behind his gaze. “He’s sick, and angry, and I can’t
will him different. Try to find a way to understand.”
“His being sick excuses him from being mean?”
“No, but we need to avoid any more conflicts. Turtles,
for example, are a liability in his mind, so he’ll never understand your enthusiasm.
“I didn’t ask him to like turtles, but he acts like only
his precious shrimp should be allowed to exist. Anyway,
he’s not going to tell me what to do.”
Dad sighs and rubs his hands over his knees. “Then
don’t give him reasons to think he needs to. Watch your
mouth and stay out of his way. Okay?”
“I’ll try.”
“Good. About your running off this morning. I’ll give
you a pass this time, as long as you double-time getting
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your chores done tomorrow. And no pulling that kind of
stunt again.”
“I will and I won’t.” What bought me that get-out-ofjail card?
“And never, ever go to the Landing alone. Otherwise,
you won’t see another sea turtle until you graduate high
school. Understood?”
“Yep.” None of this is the same as telling me I’m right
and Grandpa’s wrong, but I want to see Sunny, so I keep
my opinions to myself. “Can we eat now?”
He stands and I step into the crook of his arm as we
walk to the top of the stairs.
“Grandma sent over a chocolate angel food cake,” he
says. “And vanilla whipped cream.”
“You should have told me. I could have made Grandpa
mad a lot quicker.”
I hang up the dishtowel and head for my room to organize today’s photos from the Landing. Dad’s in the living room watching an old movie and looking lonely. I
know he misses Mom.
Lost in my photo files I delete the not-so-great pictures, and sort others into different folders: Birds, Flowers, Insects. Sunny has her own file. The pictures of her
turned out great. A huge surprise, considering I was buku
nervous and nauseous one minute and ripping excited the
next. The headshot with the hook catches my breath. I
save copies of everything to a CD for Maria then run a set
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of prints, plus a few shots from Pelican Bay. I guess that’s
showing off, but she seemed interested.
A folder labeled School near Sunny’s reminds me to
look for pictures I took my first few days here. A plea
went out Thursday during announcements for candid
shots from the beginning of the year. The yearbook photographer’s hard drive died and he hadn’t backed up anything.
I open the file and scale up three early morning pictures of the quad. The sun’s backlit a tree by the bench a
clique monopolizes before school and during lunch. Not
the money, brains, looks, college future, sweet clique. The
other one—maybe money, maybe smart, but definitely
the-edge-of-nasty clique. They aren’t why I took the picture. I liked the contrast between the school’s no-window,
prison style walls and the dark, bare limbs. Like if I could
climb the tree and walk off the branch tips, I’d be free.
I zoom in. The usual crowd. Perfect for the yearbook.
Julia, the witch from P.E. stands in the center. She makes
fun of my jeans and T-shirts, my camera, Missouri, and
anything else that crosses her mind. Not like I ever did
anything to her. She’s looking over her shoulder at the
dark-haired boy walking toward her. I up the zoom.
OMG. Pete. I didn’t recognize him on the beach because he’s bleached his hair. Julia’s pose is rigid, like she’s
bracing for something. I study her face. No smile. I shift
to the next photo. The kids in the group are more animated, some talking with their hands, some mouths open,
laughing. Pete and Julia are clearly a couple. His arm,
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crossed over Julia’s shoulder from behind, encloses her
neck. His hand has her face pushed sideways. They’re
kissing. More like he’s trapped her in a lip-lock. My heart
double beats. He tried to get me to go with him today.
First with charm, then cajoling, finally through fear. I try
not to imagine what works on Julia.
I close the files then swipe the cursor over the last set
of thumbnails. One click to capture them, a second one to
send Pete, Buzzcut, and Ernie into the trash. I stare at the
screen. Last month a kid at school ratted out a couple of
bullies. Three days later they beat him to a pulp in the
bathroom. No pictures, no trouble.
An e-mail from Mom says she’s staying longer in Mexico to visit more villages. She’s interviewing kids about
how immigration affects them when a parent goes to the
U.S. looking for work. I’d like to tell her how the kid she
left behind feels. Instead I send an edited version of today
at the Center and about being a teen volunteer. She’ll like
that. I attach a photo of Sunny, and send Mom a hug as
the doorbell rings. No one ever visits except Grandma or
Grandpa, and he usually walks in without so much as a
knock. I hear Dad at the bottom of the stairs.
“I’ll get her, officer.”

END SAMPLE
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